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Abstract. Let (Bn) be the order complex of the Boolean algebra and let B(n, k) be the part of (Bn) where
all chains have a gap at most k between each set. We give an action of the symmetric group Sl on the l-chains that
gives B(n, k) a Hodge structure and decomposes the homology under the action of the Eulerian idempontents.
The Sn action on the chains induces an action on the Hodge pieces and we derive a generating function for the
cycle indicator of the Hodge pieces. The Euler characteristic is given as a corollary.
We then exploit the connection between chains and tabloids to give various special cases of the homology. Also
an upper bound is obtained using spectral sequence methods.
Finally we present some data on the homology of B(n, k).
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1. Introduction
Our main object of study is an algebraic complex B(n, k) that is a filtration of the order
complex of the Boolean algebra. More precisely, fix positive integers k and n. Then define
l(n, k) = {ø ⊂ C0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Cl ⊂ {1, . . . , n}: 0 < |Ci+1 − Ci | ≤ k for all − 1 ≤ i ≤ l}.
Here C−1 = ø and Cl+1 = {1, . . . , n}. Let Bl(n, k) be the vector space with basis l(n, k)
over C. We can now define our main object of study:





Example 1.2 When k > n − 2 we get the order complex of the Boolean algebra. When
k = 1 there are only maximal chains.
We must make this into a complex by defining a boundary operator. Suppose C =
ø ⊂ C0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Cl ⊂ {1, . . . , n} is a chain in l(n, k). Then define
∂l(C) =
{∑l




where Ĉi denotes that this set is omitted from the chain. Extend ∂l linearly to a function on
Bl(n, k). Then it is easy to verify that (B(n, k), ∂) is an algebraic complex.
In the case of the Boolean algebra recall that the natural action of the symmetric group Sn
on the poset Bn defines an action of Sn on the homology. Since this action doesn’t affect step
size of chains we also have an action of Sn on B(n, k), and hence on H∗(B(n, k)) (we will
always consider complex coefficients when we take homology, so we omit the coefficients
from the notation). We can now describe the main motivation for considering this complex.
If we just consider the trivial representation inside of B(n, k) then we note that since all
numbers are equivalent we only need to concern ourselves with the sizes of the various sets.
Introducing a formal variable t as a place marker we see that the complex is the vector space
over C generated by t i1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ t il , where 0 < i j ≤ k and the exponents sum to n. Here the
exponents keep track of how the chains grow. Examining the action of the boundary map
we find that:
Hd (B(n, k))
Sn = H Hd,n(tC[t]/(t k+1)) (3)
where V G denotes the trivial isotypic component of a representation V of G and H H denotes
the Hochschild homology (see Weibel [8] or Loday [5] for information on Hochschild
homology). Here the second subscript of H H refers to the grading by degree. In fact the





1, if d is odd and (d+1)(k+1)2 = n;
1, if d is even and d(k+1)2 = n;
0, otherwise.
(4)
Gerstenhaber and Schack [1] defined a notion of Hodge decomposition for Hochschild
homology and Hanlon [4] was able to extend this notion to posets that admit a Hodge
structure. A Hodge structure defined in [4] on a poset is an action of Sl on chains of length l
which satisfies certain relations. Hanlon showed that the following actions define a Hodge
structure on Bn:
Definition 1.3 Let C = ø ⊂ C0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Cl ⊂ {1, . . . , n} be a chain of subsets. Fix 1 ≤ i ≤
l. Let A = Ci+1 − Ci . Then for the transposition τ = (i, i + 1) ∈ Sl define
τC = ø ⊂ · · · Ci−1 ⊂ Ci−1 ∪ A ⊂ Ci+1 · · · ⊂ {1, . . . , n}.
Note that this action will also work on B(n, k). Now that we have described what the
Hodge structure of B(n, k) is (even though this is not poset homology) we need to talk
about the Hodge decomposition. Gerstenhaber and Schack defined pairwise orthogonal
idempotents summing to the identity in CSn , e(1)n , . . . , e
(n)
n called the Eulerian idempotents
[1]. Unfortunately their definition is not conducive to computation, see Loday [6] for a more
concrete definition. Since we have a sequence of Sl actions on B(n, k) we can define:
B( j)l (n, k) = e( j)l · Bl(n, k).
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The results of Hanlon (which follow Gerstenhaber and Schack) show that the Hodge struc-
ture relations give us:
∂l : B
( j)
l (n, k) → B( j)l−1(n, k).




H ( j)l (B(n, k))
and this is the Hodge decomposition of H∗(B(n, k)). Further the action of Sn on B(n, k)
clearly commutes with the action of Sl on (l − 1)-chains. Thus each H ( j)d (B(n, k)) is an Sn
representation. Hence we have
H ( j)d (B(n, k))
Sn = H H ( j)d,n(tC[t]/(t k+1)). (5)
Unfortunately the complex is not a homology sphere. Thus by employing the theory in
Hanlon [4] we are only able to get results on the Euler characteristic of each Hodge piece.
In particular we have:
Theorem 1.4 Let χn,kj =
∑
l(−1)l dim(B( j)l (n, k)) denote the Euler characteristic of the











) = − ∏
l






Here if f is a class function of Sn , then Z ( f ) is the cycle indicator, that is




f (σ )Z (σ )
where ji (σ ) denotes the number of i cycles in σ and
Z (σ ) = a j1(σ )1 a j2(σ )2 · · · a jp(σ )p .
Also the bracket operation is defined as
A[B] = A[ai ← B[a j ← ai j ]]
where ← denotes substitution. For example if A = a21 + a2 and B = a3 + a1 then A[B] =
(a3 + a1)2 + a6 + a2. Also here εi denotes the trivial representation of Sn and µ(d) denotes
the number-theoretic Möbius function.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 proves Theorem 1.4, Section 3
gives various partial results and Section 4 gives some data we have generated.
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2. Hodge results
Our goal is to derive an expression for the generating function of the Hodge pieces, that is
to prove Theorem 1.4.
We do this by following Section 2 of Hanlon [4]. The idea is to use the following identity










Z (τ )λ j =
∏
l






In addition to this identity we will also need a result concerning the following object:
Definition 2.1 Let τ ∈ Su+1. Then define ω(n)τ to be the class function whose value on
σ ∈ Sn is the number of u-chains fixed in B(n, k) by (τ, σ ).
The result we need is:





) = Z (τ )[Z (ε1) + · · · + Z (εk)] (7)
Proof: (See proof of Lemma 2.2 in [4]). Let T1, . . . , Ts be the cycles of τ with |Ti | = ti
and σ ∈ Sn . Let C be a chain fixed by (τ, σ ) and Ai be the subset added in C at step ui . For
C to be fixed we need σ (Ai ) = σ (Ai−1) (here A0 = Al). Then |Ai | = c for some number c
independent of i . Let A = ∪li=1 Ai , σi = σ |Ai . Our requirement on σi is that it is an injective
function from Ai to Ai−1 with Z (σ |A) = xl[Z (σlσl−1 · · · σ1)]. In fact we get∑
σ1,...,σl
Z (σ |A) = (c!)l−1
∑
σ∈Sc
al[Z (σ )] = (c)lal[Z (εm)]. (8)
So to calculate the number of chains fixed by (τ, σ ), first pick for each Ti a subset Si to play
the role of A. There are ( nm1t1,...ms ts ) ways to do this. Then we need to divide each Si into


















































ati [Z (ε1) + · · · + Z (εk)].
Now that we have Lemma 2.2 we can proceed with proving Theorem 1.4.
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j (σ )Z (σ )(−1)n. (9)




















































































λ j Z (τ )[Z (ε1) + · · · + Z (εk)],










Corollary 2.3 Let χn,k denote the Euler characteristic on B(n, k). Fix k. Then
∑
n
(−1)n Z (χn,k) = − 1
1 + Z (ε1) + · · · + Z (εk) . (10)
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1, if l = 1;
0, otherwise,
(11)
we see that we get
∑
n
(−1)n Z (χn,k) = − 1
1 + Z (ε1) + · · · + Z (εk)
since a1[A] = A for all A.
We can derive a further result from Theorem 1.4.











xn = − 1







































































d [al ← (−1)l+1xl]. (13)
So the next step is to calculate (al[Z (εi )])[al ← (−1)l+1xl]. Notice a term a = a p11 . . . a prr
is first sent to a p1l . . . a
pr
lr and then finally to
(−1l+1xl)p1 . . . (−1lr+1xrl)pn = (−1)ln+
∑r
i=1 pi xnl . (14)
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i=1 pi . Thus using this we get that




This sum is proportional to the intertwining number of εn and ηn . Thus it is zero unless










Applying Eq. (6.2a) in [4] we get the above result.
Thus the sign representation appears only once and in the top Hodge piece. Later we will
give another way to derive this result.
3. Results on H∗(B(n, k))
In this Section we mention various results and comments. The first remark is that we can
identify a chain with a tabloid as follows: row i of the tabloid is Ci − Ci−1. Using this we
can refine Proposition 2.4.
Proposition 3.1 The sign representation occurs only in the top homology class and with
multiplicity one. Further if k > 1 this is the only representation in the top homology class.
Proof: Write the chain complex B(n, k) = ⊕u Cu where the sum is over all compositions
of n with maximum part k and Cu corresponds to chains of type u. A chain in Cu corresponds
to a tabloid of shape u. The sign representation of Sn corresponds to the shape (1n). The
multiplicity of the sign representation in Cu corresponds to the number of semistandard
Young tableaux of shape (1n) and type u (see Section 2.9 in [7]). Thus this only occurs
when u = (1n). Thus on C(1n ) the boundary operator is zero, so the sign representation
survives in homology.
Note further that if k > 1 then all chains in dimension n−3 are there. Hence in Hn−2 there
are no cycles that are not in the Boolean algebra. Thus we only get the sign representation.
We also have a second method of calculating the Euler characteristic:




























So the coefficient of Sλ is the number of semistandard Young tableaux of shape λ and
the multiplicity of any number is no bigger than k. Thus if we think about building
up such a tableaux we can add no more than k blocks at once. Thus we get the above
equation.
So we can interpret the righthand side of Eq. (10) as being the signed sum of all ways of
adding at most k blocks. This idea leads to the calculation of H∗(B(n, n − 2)).




Proof: By the next result we know that for 1 ≤ i < n − 2 we have Hi (B(n, n − 2)) = 0
and that Hn−2(B(n, n − 2)) = S1n . Fix n. If we examine the righthand side of Eq. (10) with
k = n − 2 then the only difference from the Boolean algebra case is we cannot add a block
of size n − 1. In the case k = n − 1 the righthand side evaluates to (n) + (−1)n−1(1n). Now
if we could add a block of size n − 1 we could only add it to a block of size 1. Hence we get
(1) ∗ (n − 1) + (n − 1) ∗ (1) = 2(n) + 2(n − 1, n). So we subtract these from the k = n − 1
case to get that the Euler characteristic of the n −2 case is −(n)−2(n, n −1)+ (−1)n−1(1n).
Thus (n) + 2(n, n − 1) must appear in dimension 1.
Now we give our last result, using spectral sequences.
Proposition 3.3 (Upper-triangularity) Fix n and k. Then for n − k + 1 ≤ i < n − 2 we
have Hi (B(n, k)) = 0 and Hn−2(B(n, k)) = S1n .
Proof: Let F(ø ⊂ C1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Cd ⊂ {1, . . . , n}) = |C1|. The boundary on the E1 is the nor-
mal boundary map except we cannot remove the first set. Thus if we look at the E2 term of
the induced spectral sequence it is easy to see that
E2d (n, k) ∼= ⊕A ⊂ {1,...,n}:|A|≤k Hd−1(n − |A|, k). (15)
From this the claim follows easily by induction.
4. Data
Note that for k = 1 we get the regular representation in the top dimension and for k = n −1
we get the homology of a sphere. By examining Table 1 it appears that we get not only
upper-triangularity but also there appears to be a lower-triangularity. However at n = 6
one can verify that for k = 2 there are in the Euler characteristic partitions with a negative
coefficient. Hence this pattern does not continue.
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Table 1. Homologies.
k 1 2 3 4
H0(B(3, k)) 0 S3
H1(B(3, k)) CS3 S111
H0(B(4, k)) 0 0 S4
H1(B(4, k)) 0 S31 ⊕ S31 ⊕ S4 0
H2(B(4, k)) CS4 S1111 S1111
H0(B(5, k)) 0 0 0 S5
H1(B(5, k)) 0 0 S41 ⊕ S41 ⊕ S5 0
H2(B(5, k)) 0 S311 ⊕ S311 ⊕ S32 ⊕ S41 ⊕ S41 0 0
H3(B(5, k)) CS5 S11111 S11111 S11111
Table 2. Character values for n = 4.
λ 1111 211 22 31 4
d = 0, k = 1 0 0 0 0 0
d = 1, k = 1 0 0 0 0 0
d = 2, k = 1 24 0 0 0 0
d = 0, k = 2 0 0 0 0 0
d = 1, k = 2 7 3 −1 1 −1
d = 2, k = 2 1 −1 1 1 −1
d = 0, k = 3 1 −1 1 1 −1
d = 1, k = 3 0 0 0 0 0
d = 2, k = 3 1 −1 1 1 −1
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